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2011 Debit Issuer Study
Amid Strong Market, Issuers Bracing for Pending Changes

U

.S. debit card issuers reported transaction
growth of 9.4 percent in 2010, compared
to 10.3 percent in 2009. Although signature
debit growth outpaced PIN in 2010 (10 percent
vs. 8 percent), some issuers believe the trend 		
may be reversed soon as a result of the
impending requirements of the Federal
Reserve’s Regulation II, which implements 		
the provisions of the Durbin Amendment.
These were among the findings of the 2011
Debit Issuer Study, commission by PULSE and
conducted by Oliver Wyman. The study also
found that debit card penetration remained
stable at 73 percent in 2010, while active rates
declined slightly to 53 percent from 55 percent.
The Debit Issuer Study series presents an
objective fact base on debit card issuer performance and perspectives across the spectrum of
electronic payments. The 2011 study was based
on primary research with 50 financial institutions
that collectively account for 50 million debit
cards in the market. Surveys were conducted in
January and February 2011.
(continued on page 8)

Responding to Durbin
Financial Institution Strategies

F

inancial institutions across the U.S. are working to develop strategies to respond to the Federal Reserve
Board’s proposal to cap debit card interchange rates as required by the Durbin Amendment. Implementation
of this proposal as part of Regulation II is expected to substantially reduce debit interchange income for debit
card issuers with assets of $10 billion or more.
The initial version of the FRB’s proposed regulation last December triggered thousands of comment letters,
86% of which opposed the proposed rules according to the Electronic Payments Coalition. Many banks, credit
unions, industry associations and other organizations pointed out that the FRB did not take into consideration all
(continued on page 11)
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VIEW FROM THE TOP
Dear PULSE Participant,

D

Dave Schneider

“As you face the 		
challenges ahead, 		
keep in mind that 		
your institution is 		
fulfilling an important
market need with 		
its debit program. 		
PULSE is here to 		
support you in 		
providing that 		
service.”

ebit cards have steadily gained market share at the expense of cash and checks.
According to the American Bankers Association, debit transactions increased
nearly 700 percent between 1998 and 2009. The reason is clear: consumers
and merchants prefer the speed and convenience of debit to other payment 		
methods – especially paper-based ones.
The Federal Reserve’s proposed Regulation II, implementing the provisions of the
Durbin Amendment, will substantially alter the debit landscape. As originally proposed by
the Fed, regulated debit issuers stand to lose an estimated $12 to $14 billion per year in
interchange revenue.
The article, Responding to Durbin, on page 1, identifies several tactics debit card
issuers are considering to respond to interchange restrictions. In my keynote address at
the PULSE Conference in April, I outlined three fundamental approaches I believe will
help financial institutions minimize the impact of the proposed regulation:
1. Know Your Cardholders – One of the tools financial institutions will find most useful
in managing the effects of the regulations is customer segmentation. Analyze your card
usage data to determine when, where and how your account holders are using their
debit cards. Which ones use it to make purchases and which withdraw cash? Do they
prefer PIN or signature? Are they motivated by rewards? Determine the profitability and
loyalty profile of each segment identified.
2. Re-evaluate Products and Pricing – Using the results of your customer segmentation
work, design account packages that fit the specific needs of each segment identified.
When creating these packages, consider such variables as checking, savings, debit cards,
ATM withdrawals, direct deposit, online bill payment, mobile banking and debit rewards,
as well as other services these customers may get from your institution. Also look at
new product opportunities, including Internet PIN debit, prepaid and personal financial
management. Then develop a unique pricing model for each package to suit the relevant
customer segment.
3. Know Your Debit Program – Finally, it is vital that you fully understand all of the
revenue and cost components of your debit card business. In particular, take a close
look at what you are paying for fraud prevention, transaction processing, network
services, card production and delivery, customer service and rewards, as well as your
actual fraud losses. It is useful to evaluate signature and PIN debit costs separately, as
there is likely to be a significant difference.
The article on page 7 details the results of a proprietary PULSE study of consumer
reactions to potential financial institution fee changes. The study provides insights into
how account holders may respond to potential changes in account structures.
As you face the challenges ahead, keep in mind that your institution is fulfilling
an important market need with its debit program. PULSE is here to support you in
providing that service. With a little creativity and ingenuity, together we can ensure
that your institution’s debit program continues to thrive.
As always, thanks for your continued support of PULSE.
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Durbin’s Impact on Debit’s Future

PULSE Conference Sessions Available for Online Replay

A

key element of PULSE’s professional
development program is the availability of training and development
sessions for online replay. At this year’s
PULSE Conference in New Orleans in April,
two of the major sessions focused on
the most pressing issue facing the debit
card industry in 2011: the impact of the
Durbin Amendment on the future of debit.
Both sessions can now be viewed on the
PULSE website.
In the preconference Insights &
Solutions Forum panel discussion, moderated by PULSE’s Leah Henderson, industry

experts offered strategies and tips to help
attendees maximize debit card penetration
and profitability. The panelists were:
• Nancy Crouch, Director, Card Services,
		 American Airlines Credit Union
• Patricia Hewitt, Director, Debit Advisory
		 Services, Mercator Advisory Group
• John MacAllister, Principal, Dorado
		Industries
• Chris Van Steenberg, Senior Vice
		 President & Director, Debit & Rewards,
		 Citizens Bank
Attendees commented that the session
covered all the facts, issues and problems
associated with the Durbin Amendment,
and provided insights into how to view
their debit portfolios and usage.

In his keynote general session, PULSE
President Dave Schneider discussed the
Federal Reserve’s debit interchange rules
and provided his assessment of what the
new requirements mean for financial
institutions. He also shared his insights
and optimism regarding the future of
debit, including how financial institutions
can prepare for the changing debit 		
marketplace.
A link to both sessions is provided
below. Login is required to review Dave
Schneider’s keynote address.

Connect with Us
For more information,
including session playbacks
www.pulsenetwork.com/pd
PULSE Conference site
www.pulsenetwork.com/conference
Professional Development information
melissavoelkner@pulsenetwork.com

Want to know how your financial
institution measures up?

The PULSE 2011 Debit
Issuer Study highlights
debit trends and
best-in-class performers
Download the complimentary
Executive Summary
pulsenet work .com/research
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Making More of Your ATM Program

A

s consumers continue to migrate
away from paying with checks to
using debit and other electronic
payment methods, they are still using ATMs
to withdraw cash. This is why Bob Landry,
vice president of the banking group at
Mercator Advisory Group, asserts that ATMs
remain a key component of a retail financial institution’s distribution strategy.
While online and mobile payment
options receive ample media attention,
Landry told bank executives in the recent
PULSE Academy® web conference, Making
More of Your ATM Program, that account
holders still value ATMs and branches.
“Although many people have said cash
is dead, that couldn’t be further from the
truth,” said Landry. “Cash usage is growing
slightly, and we have found over the last
couple of years that it has rebounded.
Cash usage is still a very important 		
payment mechanism.”
Given this information, how can you
maximize the value of your ATMs?
To begin, you should consider ATM
program enhancements, says Landry.
Revenue opportunities include the sale of
event tickets and distribution of merchant
coupons, as well as basic services such as
payroll check cashing, bill payment and
prepaid card distribution and loading.

Institutions also can offer account
holders multi-channel integration such as
the Cash Trackers program offered by Wells
Fargo. This tool enables budget-conscious
account holders to set a target amount for
monthly cash withdrawals, providing
details on how much was withdrawn in
the prior month, as well as a rolling
12-month average.
Additionally, you can capitalize by
expanding your use of off-premise ATMs.
These ATMs serve as an extension of your
brand and provide valuable advertising
and awareness opportunities in quality
high-traffic locations. These ATMs operate
at significantly lower costs compared to
issuer-negotiated arrangements with third
parties, and they maintain control for the
institution.
Another element promising return
on investment to institutions is deposit
automation. Mercator has found that ATMs
with this capability increase customer
satisfaction and reduce operating costs.
After widely implementing ATMs with
deposit automation, JP Morgan Chase
realized an increase in overall deposit
transactions of more than 100 percent in
a 12-month period. The machines also
reduced teller transactions.
As long as consumers continue to
value cash transactions, ATMs will be an

important part of financial institutions’
efforts to expand profitability and attract
and retain cardholders. Making the most of
an ATM program allows institutions to:
• Generate incremental revenue through
new or enhanced services
• Utilize transaction wait time to
deliver personalized marketing and
relationship-building messages
• Expand brand awareness and
service reach
• Reduce operating costs
• Provide new capabilities that
increase use and satisfaction

Connect with Us
PULSE Academy playback
www.pulsenetwork.com/pd
(login required)

Share Fraud Prevention
Tips on DebitProtect® Forum

P

ULSE’s new DebitProtect Forum, an
online fraud prevention networking
community, provides PULSE 		
participants a secure means to exchange
information about fraud incidents and
prevention techniques with one another
and with PULSE Fraud Operations staff.
The Forum is easy to use, and offers
a wide variety of fraud-related topics for
discussion. Users can bookmark topics
or threads and customize their personal
home page within the site. The Forum
also provides quick links to helpful PULSE
announcements and resources. Security
filters ensure sensitive data will be viewable
only by DebitProtect participants.
“Our participants have talked to us
about the importance of sharing information related to debit fraud,” said Warren

A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM

Coles, PULSE executive vice president,
Operations. “This collaborative site allows
them to communicate securely with one
another and our own fraud experts, and
to share fraud prevention best practices.”
Categories are designed to stimulate
dialogue and include data breaches, ATM
fraud and international fraud. Users are
able to sort posts in a variety of ways and
email questions to PULSE’s Fraud
Operations team.
All registered DebitProtect participants
can log in using their current DebitProtect
credentials. Registration provides access to
the Forum, the PULSE Exchange secure
online document repository and the Fraud
Prevention 360° educational resource site,
and ensures you receive all fraud-related
network communications.
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Connect with Us
Request a registration form
DPaccess@pulsenetwork.com
DebitProtect Forum
www.pulsenetwork.com/dpforum

INDUSTRY VOICE

Marketing Electronic Delivery
Channels: What’s your strategy?
• Mobile Internet usage is up 51%
since 2009
• 43% of mobile phone users access
the Internet at least once a day
• Mobile data use is growing fastest
among 30- to 49-year-olds
• Increased usage is due to smartphone
capabilities; cellphone ownership
is stable
By Melissa Kinion
The Genesis Group

F

inancial institutions with a defined
mobile banking and payments 		
strategy will be more competitive,
hold better market position, enjoy
increased brand awareness and have
stronger potential for increased wallet
share. Ultimately, this strategy will create
better banking experiences for consumers
and sustainability for issuers.
Look at what shapes retail delivery
channels today. Driven by rapid changes
in technology and a major demographic
shift, smartphones have blasted through
Web 2.0 right into 3.0. Developing mobile
payment systems are gaining traction. All
hands are on the mobile device (many
people would surrender their wallet before
surrendering their smartphone). How
will financial institutions respond to high
consumer electronic demand?

Where is Online Banking?

Smartphone adoption grows daily
in pursuit of instant information, and
economic trends have drawn even 		
more attention to personal finances. Data
connections are always on, data plans
are faster, mobile content is improving
and GPS locates ATMs and branches.
Recent Pew Research shows:¹
• 59% of adults in the U.S. use the
Internet, email or instant messaging
on a mobile phone (up from 32%
in 2009)
¹ Pew Research Center’s Internet & American 		
Life Project, 2009

In contrast to online banking, use of
mobile banking improves account holder
“stickiness,” creates opportunities for valueadded services and generates revenue
from fee-based transactions while 		
potentially lowering support costs. Mobile
banking is not an advanced phone banking
service, nor a function of online banking;
it is as vital as branch banking.
The fingertip convenience of mobile
banking could replace PC-based online
banking. Which one is on the nightstand,
in the car, at the ball game? Mobile banking
is one more craving of smartphone 		
addiction. At best, online banking use
will flatten as mobile banking becomes
more dominant.

Marketing Mobile Banking

Because mobile banking is much more
than an extension of online banking, new
customers and offline existing customers
will now find reason to bank where the
service is offered. Plus, in the current
environment of diminishing fee income,
looming regulation and some consumer
skepticism, mobile banking solutions
bring fresh opportunities for growth and
customer satisfaction.
Financial institutions should market
it with benefit-driven messages.
• Security: increases protection of
account information and decreases
risk of loss
• Convenience: anytime, anywhere
• Speed: send and receive urgent
information
• Control: closely monitor finances,
make better financial decisions

Other recommendations include:
• Promote mobile banking through
both electronic and traditional 		
media avenues
• Back up marketing messages with
customer care and education
• Provide simple enrollment steps,
full disclosure of fees and detailed
security measures
• Be sure to allow enrollment through
the mobile device as well as other
channels

Payments and Remittance

In the very near future, all payment
vehicles will be accessed through mobile
banking. While debit is expected to remain
the most popular payment method, its
form factor is likely to change from a card
to a mobile phone.
Until mobile payments are widespread,
financial institutions should focus on person-to-person payments and remittance
as a premium mobile banking service that
adds revenue and opens new acquisition
markets. One way to gain new customers
is to target account holders between the
ages of 25 and 34, those under-banked
and unbanked consumers. Customer
deposits will follow the payments.

Electronic Channel Delivery Strategy

Consumers in all demographics have
mobile devices, are very comfortable with
the technology and are ready adopters of
mobile banking and payment services. Not
to be viewed as a single initiative or an IT
project, mobile banking is an integral component of a broader electronic delivery
channel strategy. Electronic channels must
then be integrated with flexibility to allow
for innovation and updates.
Mobile banking and mobile payments
play a central role as electronic delivery
channels and should be a component of
every financial institution’s growth strategy.
The importance of this delivery channel
will only increase. Align your organization’s
strategy today to attract and retain profitable relationships.

Melissa Kinion is CEO and principal of The Genesis Group, the premier financial services marketing firm in the Southwest U.S. Her
work includes sales and service training, marketing consultation, strategic planning and customer acquisition programs. Kinion’s career
includes senior management positions with large Texas community banks, as well as Wells Fargo Bank and First Union. A nationally
certified sales trainer, she received her education from the University of Arkansas and has advanced ABA banking degrees.
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Appealing to Debit “Super Users”
T

wenty-something adults are the
“super-users” of debit, preferring the
freedom, convenience and security
that debit offers over other payment
options. Based on recent market data, an
estimated 80 percent of consumers in that
age group own and readily use debit cards
for virtually all of their everyday purchases.
This so-called “millennial generation,”
which uses electronic and emerging payments more than any other demographic,
is vital to growing debit card use. In
response, PULSE is launching a number
of initiatives this year to inform and reach
millennials through the channels they trust.
The first initiative is a redesign of
DebitFacts.org, our consumer debit awareness website, to better relate to these debit
super-users. We are re-inventing the site
to make it look 25 again, with a new look
and feel, and interactive features that will
expand on-site sharing for visitors.
In addition, the site will be renamed
DebitSavvy.org. To connect in a way that
keeps our audience coming back, we will
also revamp content to address the issues
top of mind for millennials and offer realworld solutions in their own words.
In the coming months, PULSE will
promote other Debit Savvy campaigns to

fortify millennials’ confidence
in using debit, differentiate
debit from other forms of
payment and demonstrate
our commitment to the
success of our financial
institution participants’
debit programs.
Loosely defined, the debit
super-user is between the ages
of 20 and 28; is employed, with
a mid-range income; spends
consciously and is financially
conservative; is a prolific social
media user; is influenced by
parents and celebrities; and is
typically the head of their
household finances.
To engage this debit superuser, PULSE will launch a campaign to
encourage millennials to share their debit
purchase experiences through social
media avenues such as Twitter. Each week
throughout the campaign, we will reward
a debit user for extolling the benefits of
using debit by giving them a prepaid debit
card. Winners will be announced on
Twitter, Facebook and DebitSavvy.org.

Millennials love celebrities; they are
influenced by what they wear, what they
drive and where they shop. PULSE will
capitalize on this interest in another 		
campaign that will track a celebrity’s
debit spending and draw on the 		
celebrity’s social media presence to
increase awareness of debit card use.
Stay tuned for more details on these
Debit Savvy campaigns, and how they
can benefit your institution.

PULSE Speaker Programs
Of fer Expert Insights

P

ULSE is committed to educational
enrichment for individuals and organizations across the industry. In addition
to our extensive professional development
program, we support our participants with
a complimentary Speaker Program.
Through this program, we partner with
state credit union leagues and banking
associations to offer expert insight on a
variety of industry topics. PULSE executives
speak at association and league events in
your backyard year-round, offering their
views on current industry trends and other
subjects that affect financial services providers. From the latest in debit regulations
to social media and fraud trends, PULSE
representatives cover issues that matter
to you.

A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM
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Here is a look at our 2011 lineup
• Reshaping the Debit Market
• Social Media: Friend or Foe?
• Debit Stands Strong
• Security and Compliance Boot Camp
• Prepare. Protect. Prevent. – How to
Safeguard Against Fraud
• Maximizing the Value of Your
Depository Relationships
• Driving Debit Portfolio Performance
• Why Choose Discover Debit?

Connect with Us
Association Relations
800-420-2122

Consumers Mull
Possible Durbin Impact

W

ith the passage of the Durbin
Amendment, banks and credit
unions are evaluating possible
ways to restructure the fees and requirements associated with demand deposit
accounts (see related story, page 1). Among
the changes being considered are new or
higher monthly fees and higher minimum
balances.
To gain insight into consumer reaction
to such changes, PULSE commissioned
Analytica, Inc. to conduct a survey of 1,500
individuals across the U.S. Responses were
collected over the Internet during February
and March of 2011.
Consumers were asked about their
reaction to paying a monthly fee for checking accounts, as well as criteria for waving
the fee. Five possible fee levels were
studied – $5, $10, $15, $20 and $25. The
premise of the survey questions was that
this fee would be waived under certain
conditions (maintaining higher minimum
balances, mandated use of direct deposit
or sole use of electronic statements).
When asked which of these three
conditions would be most difficult to
adhere to on a monthly basis, responses
were as follows.
• 70 percent of respondents said
maintaining a higher minimum 		
balance
• 18 percent said mandated use of
direct deposit
• 11 percent said conversion to
electronic statements

To put a finer point on these results,
64 percent of respondents said they would
be extremely displeased with having to
maintain a higher balance, while 44 percent
would be extremely displeased with mandated use of direct deposit and 39 percent
would be extremely displeased with a
move to electronic statements.
“As we analyzed the results, something
interesting emerged,” said Dr. Richard
Batsell, founder of Analytica, who oversaw
the study. “There was clear evidence that
two distinct consumer segments exist
based on their preferences with regard
to these account requirements. For each
of these segments, there are distinct
attributes that drive their preferences.”
As can be seen in the chart, Segment 1
places the greatest weight on the monthly
fee, followed by the minimum balance,
direct deposit and electronic statement
delivery requirements. Segment 1 included
960, or 64 percent of, respondents.
Segment 2, with 540, or 36 percent of,
respondents, places the greatest weight
on the direct deposit requirement, and
the other three factors were virtually tied
in importance at around 16 or 17 percent.
Consumers in higher age and income
brackets were less likely to be bothered by
a higher minimum balance requirement.
In addition, consumers age 55 and above
were generally receptive to mandated
use of direct deposit.
“The two segments we identified had
significantly different responses when
asked about the impact of monthly fees

The Impact of DDA Attributes on Consumer Sentiment
13%

16%
9%

37%

17%
41%

50%

ranging from $5 to $25,” said Batsell. “Not
surprisingly, those in Segment 1 were
much more sensitive to the amount of the
monthly fee, exhibiting a steep rise in concern as the theoretical fee went from $5 to
$10 per month. For those in Segment 2,
the difference in their reaction between
a $5 and $10 fee was indistinguishable,
although they did show an increase in
concern when the fee rose to $15.”
“These results indicate that it is
extremely important for financial institutions to understand their account holders,
and the differences between them, as
they evaluate possible changes to fees
associated with DDAs,” said Steve
Sievert, PULSE senior vice president of
Communications & Marketing. “Although
our study evaluated only a few possible
scenarios, it is clear that not all account
holders will have the same response to
changes in account requirements.”

Direct Deposit

17%

Statement Delivery
Monthly Fee

Segment 1

Segment 2

Minimum Balance
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2011 Debit Issuer Study (continued from page 1)

As expected, the Federal Reserve’s
proposed rules to implement the Durbin
Amendment strongly influenced issuers’
plans and outlook in multiple categories.

Debit Performance

Issuers are revisiting the traditional
issuer performance measures of penetration, activation and usage in light of debit’s
anticipated new economic structure.
In addition, respondents expect the
PIN/signature transaction mix to shift
in favor of PIN.

Debit Profitability

Issuers expect interchange for both
signature and PIN debit to decline significantly once the regulations take effect.
This finding includes non-regulated issuers,
who expect market pressures to drive
down their effective rates.

Rewards

Of the respondents that offer debit
rewards programs, 54 percent are looking
to restructure or terminate them in light of
post-Durbin economics. Among standard
programs, only airlines miles programs are
likely to survive, although with reduced
benefits. Issuers expressed increased
interest in merchant-funded rewards and
relationship-based programs, as well as
providing incentives for PIN transactions.

Prepaid cards

The Durbin Amendment’s exemption for general-purpose reloadable
prepaid cards has increased issuers’
interest in the product, although it is
unclear how financial institutions will
incorporate it into their suite of offerings.

Alternative payments

The Durbin Amendment makes it
significantly harder for alternative payments to gain merchant acceptance,
since they will now have to compete
with debit’s lower merchant costs or
provide a superior value proposition.
The exception is Internet PIN debit, 		
which now has improved prospects
for issuer adoption.

Additional Findings

The table below shows how the results
of the 2011 study (reporting on 2010 data)
compare to the 2010 study. Notable
changes include a continued increase in
“on us” ATM usage, a significant increase
in the number of institutions offering
mobile banking and a marked decline
in the percent of debit cards potentially
compromised in data breaches.
In addition to these results, 2010 saw
a significant decline in issuers’ interest in
instant debit card issuance. In this year’s
study, 54 percent of respondents said they
do not offer instant issuance and have no
plans to do so, compared with 30 percent
last year.

DEBIT USAGE
PIN/Signature Transaction Mix
Debit Usage by Active Consumer Cardholders, transactions/month
Average Debit Ticket (PIN/Signature)
ATM USAGE

2010

2009

32%/68%

35%/65%

16.3

15.6

$42/$36

$41/$35

2010

2009

ATM Usage by Active Cardholders, transactions/month

2.6

2.7

Percent of “On Us” ATM Activity

68%

63%

2010

2009

Percent of Institutions Offering Business Debit

82%

70%

Percent of Institutions Offering Debit Rewards

56%

58%

Percent of Institutions Offering Prepaid Cards

76%

72%

Percent of Institutions Offering Contactless Cards

22%

20%

Percent of Institutions Offering Mobile Banking

62%

46%

Percent of Institutions Exploring Mobile Payments

26%

21%

Percent of Institutions Offering Instant Issuance

26%

35%

2010

2009

1.3 bps/7.5 bps

1.0 bps/7.5 bps

Percent of Financial Institutions Affected by a Data Breach

94%

95%

Percent of Debit Cards Potentially Compromised in Breaches

9%

31%

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

In 2010, changes in Regulation E
resulted in stringent new requirements
related to debit-initiated overdrafts. As a
result, 24 percent of the respondents’
cardholders have opted into overdraft
privileges, as required by the new Reg E
requirements. The opt-in rates for heavy
overdraft users is significantly higher. As
a result of the Reg E revisions, issuers’
overdraft revenue declined 45 percent.

Debit Outlook

“The Durbin Amendment has radically
changed how issuers view their debit businesses,” said Cindy Ballard, PULSE executive
vice president of Communications &
Marketing. “Historically, issuers have
focused on increasing debit usage to
drive incremental revenues, but a postDurbin market will require a more varied
approach. Financial institutions are
expected to consider numerous aspects
of their product and service offerings as
they seek to maintain account profitability.”
Not surprisingly, regulatory pressures
and fraud were cited by respondents as
the two biggest challenges they face this
year. Their top areas of focus for 2011 are:
• Improving portfolio performance
• Increasing business debit issuance
• Redesigning product offerings
Despite concerns, debit card issuers
expect no let-up in debit usage, regardless
of the changes ahead. They project transaction growth of 7 percent for both PIN
and signature debit this year.
Visit our website to download your
complimentary copy of the 2011 Debit
Issuer Study Executive Summary.

Connect with Us
DEBIT FRAUD
Fraud Loss Rates (PIN/Signature)

A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM
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Download Executive Summary
www.pulsenetwork.com/research
(login is required)

ICBA Rising Stars
Three PULSE Participants Honored

T

he Independent Community Bankers of America (ICBA) recently recognized seven individuals as 2011’s “ICBA Rising Stars” in its Independent
Banker magazine. This title is granted to community bankers who have
been nominated by their peers on the basis of their commitment to quality,
ingenuity and integrity in business practices, as well as service to their local
communities.
Community banks play a vital role in our communities and our economy.
Individuals, businesses and even city governments rely on these institutions
to thrive and prosper.
Among the seven community bankers recognized, three represent
participating PULSE financial institutions.

Amber Brown

Michaeline Giffone

Rick Rollman

Amber Brown, Senior Vice President, Peoples Bank
of Deer Lodge, Deer Lodge, Mont. Since joining
the community bank as a teller in 2000, Brown rose
quickly to positions of increasing responsibility.
She spearheaded many effective innovations that
benefited Peoples Bank of Deer Lodge, such as a
new scheduling system that ensures adequate
staffing levels during busy periods, as well as a
currency counting system that significantly
increases teller accuracy.
Michaeline Giffone, Systems Administrator,
FirstState Bank, Lineville, Ala. A former teller, Giffone
now manages technical operations for the bank.
Her patience and problem-solving abilities make her
especially effective when troubleshooting technical
glitches with her community bank’s customers and
colleagues. Part of Giffone’s success is based on
working significant overtime hours, including
holidays, to find solutions to unexpected problems.
Rick Rollman, Vice President, Commercial Lending,
Jonestown Bank & Trust Co., Jonestown, Pa.
Rollman is responsible for commercial lending at 10
branches and has been instrumental in the community bank’s numerous technological innovations. He
established computer tracking in which an electronic
file is created for every customer to allow faster, more
personalized service. The strategy has paid off, and
now customers call him to help them switch their
banking accounts to Jonestown Bank & Trust.

“PULSE would like to congratulate all of the 2011 ICBA Rising Stars,” said
Cindy Ballard, PULSE executive vice president. “These individuals demonstrate the dedication, resourcefulness and professionalism that allow banks
to hold a strong foundation of trust within their communities.”
Go to www.icba.org to learn about ICBA Rising Stars.

Article published with permission from ICBA Independent Banker magazine.
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Small Businesses an Untapped
Opportunity for Payroll Cards
American Banker
Payroll card issuers are missing an opportunity among small businesses. A NACHA
survey found that only 34 percent of small
business respondents utilize direct deposit.
A significant number of these employers
have not been approached regarding directdeposit payroll services. Although the survey
did not address payroll cards, Ben Jackson, a
senior analyst for Mercator Advisory Group,
says there is a clear connection between
the direct deposit gap and a payroll card
opportunity.

U.K. ATMs to Offer
Charitable Donation Option
PaymentsSource
A British government social initiative
includes a plan to enable charitable 		
donations through ATMs. Link, the country’s
ATM network, and government officials
agreed to enable debit/ATM cardholders
to make donations at approximately 63,000
U.K. ATMs starting next year. Terminal
operators will determine whether to offer
charity donations at a particular machine,
and which charities appear as choices.

Data Breaches Up,
Data Losses Down
The Green Sheet
More than 760 data breaches were investigated in 2010, according to a report released
by the Verizon Risk Team. But the volume of
data stolen dropped dramatically, from an
estimated 144 million compromised records
in 2009 to only 4 million in 2010. Data losses
were lowest last year since the report was
first published in 2008. The report includes
data from the U.S. Secret Service.

CORRECTION
In the March/April 2011 issue of PULSATIONS,
the story about ATMs and the Americans with
Disabilities Act on page 8 contained an error.
The article stated that drive-up-only ATMs
are exempt from the revised ADA regulations,
which is incorrect. Drive-up-only ATMs are
exempt from only some of the regulations
(specifically, Sections 309.2, 309.3, 707.2 and
707.7.1). Drive-up-only ATMs are subject to
the remaining ATM-applicable sections of
the revised ADA.
pulsenetwork.com

Looking Back Over 30 Years of Growth
With three decades of experience,
PULSE has become an industr y leader

T

his year marks the 30th anniversary
of the inception of PULSE. In 1981,
the network was formed in response
to an ATM sharing law in Texas. It was a
not-for-profit association designed to
provide ATM switching services among a
handful of Texas financial institutions. In
the first year, the network processed more
than 2 million transactions for 514 member
institutions with 811 ATMs.
Currently, PULSE links the cardholders
of more than 4,400 financial institutions
to over 350,000 U.S. ATMs, as well as 		
point-of-sale terminals at retail locations
nationwide. In 2010, PULSE processed 3.3
billion transactions – more than all transactions processed from the time of inception
through the year 2000 combined.
Through the years, PULSE’s commitment to providing reliable, cost-effective

switching and settlement services has not
changed. For more than two decades, we
relied on an outsourced switch platform. In
2003, the switch operations were migrated
to dual, identical in-house platforms. Today,
the dual switch solution takes advantage of
emerging software and communications
technologies to deliver outstanding connectivity, flexibility and business continuity.
Since 1981, PULSE has brought value to
participants through quality products and
services. What began as a shared environment for electronic funds transfer services
has grown to include a comprehensive set
of debit products, including ATM services,
PIN and signature debit products, stored
value card programs, PINless bill payment,
advanced fraud detection services, Internet
PIN debit and an optional surcharge-free
ATM alliance.

PULSE remains committed to making
debit even more valuable for its participants in the future. We look forward to
another 30 years of debit success.

®
The Single-Source Provider for Signature Debit
PULSE Debit Solutions

H

as your financial institution seen a
rise in transaction volume? Has your
organization grown to include inhouse processing? As market forces change
or the needs of your financial institution
evolve, PULSE Debit Solutions is here to
help with your signature debit program.
We can become your single source for
Discover® Debit, Debit MasterCard® or Visa®
Debit programs, all without you having to
establish individual links to them. Signature
debit is a valuable piece of your product
portfolio, offering cardholders a fast and
convenient way to shop or pay bills.
There are many benefits to handling
your signature debit program through a
single-source provider. PULSE can utilize
existing telecom lines, enabling your
organization to increase its operational
efficiencies by reducing the number of
connections to various processors. Debit
Solutions provides an infrastructure that
is secure and easy to manage. These
efficiencies translate into cost savings by
lowering hardware costs and reducing
internal staffing, as well as monthly 		
telecom expenses.

A l l d e b i t a l l t h e t i m e SM

In the summer of 2010, PULSE
announced plans to improve both
processes and products. We started by
reorganizing the product group to streamline the way we serve participants. The
product management team of Gary Meyer
and Mike LeClaire are equipped with over
35 years of industry experience to guide
the product strategically. An account manager is assigned to each client, providing
them a single point of contact. Working
in tandem with our support staff, account
managers lead this integrated approach
to delivering best-in-class service.
The integrated approach to service
extends to our products. We offer a robust
suite of administrative web tools that allow
our participants to see virtually every
aspect of their debit network activity
from any desktop. Intuitive and easy to
use, these reporting tools give you better
insight into your cardholders, enhancing
their overall experience with your 		
organization.
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High Tech, High Touch

We asked our participants to name
their No. 1 concern, and fraud topped
the list. Over the last six months, the suite
of Debit Solutions fraud management
products has been strengthened to help
mitigate fraud. Additional enhancements
are scheduled for 2011 and beyond.
One of the many benefits of being
a Debit Solutions participant is the 		
opportunity for continuing education
and professional development. PULSE
offers training webinars throughout the
year on a number of operational issues.
These one-hour courses teach you the nuts
and bolts of managing your card programs.
“The one thing Debit Solutions is
known for is the service we provide our
participants,” said Gary Meyer, Debit
Solutions senior product manager.
“Although we are part of a large company,
we have maintained the high-touch
support, where a participant receives
prompt responses to routine and complex
questions. This mindset has garnered us a
number of long-standing relationships.”

Financial Institution Strategies (continued from page 1)

of the costs associated with providing a debit card program to
consumers. One comment from
a coalition of banking industry
associations estimated the full
cost of providing authorization,
clearance and settlement of a
debit transaction at 27 cents (see
chart, right).

Preparing to Respond

Unrecognized Debit Cost Components
Authorization, Clearance and Settlement (ACS) Costs

Many financial institutions are
looking at various options to
address the expected decline in
revenue to support debit card
programs and the cost of related
services such as fraud prevention,
transaction processing and cardholder service. The outcome will
depend on factors such as the
FRB’s final rules (not yet released
when PULSATIONS went to 		
press), the competitive landscape,
institutions’ internal operations
and planning and, ultimately,
consumer acceptance of their
approaches to recovering losses.
Financial institutions are
being forced to consider a wide
range of alternatives. A recent survey by
the American Bankers Association cited
debit rewards programs and checking
accounts as the areas banks are most likely
to adjust. According to the survey, debit
card issuers are considering the following
strategies.
• Abolishing free checking
• Increasing current checking account
maintenance fees
• Eliminating debit card rewards
programs
• Establishing annual debit card fees
• Imposing debit card transaction fees
• Increasing debit card eligibility
requirements
• Imposing or increasing fees on services
such as teller transactions
• Limiting the number of debit card
transactions
• Eliminating debit card programs
altogether

Total ACS Costs: $0.27

$0.08

$0.01
$0.01

Unrecognized
ACS cost:
$0.20

$0.04
$0.03
$0.03

$0.07

The 2011 Debit Issuer Study, sponsored
by PULSE, yielded similar findings, with 50
percent of regulated financial institutions
reporting that they are evaluating additional consumer fees to make up for lost
debit interchange revenue. Even issuers
that are not subject to the interchange
provisions of Regulation II are re-thinking
the debit value proposition, with one-third
of them considering additional fees.
The Debit Issuer Study also found that
more than half of respondents expect
to eliminate debit rewards programs or
significantly reduce their benefits. Among
regulated institutions, 67 percent are
evaluating such changes, compared to
30 percent of non-regulated institutions.
In addition, the study revealed two additional tactics that financial institutions are
considering in light of the changes ahead.
Respondents expressed reduced interest
in instant debit card issuance post-Durbin,
as well as an increased likelihood of 		
promoting PIN debit.
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Non-regulated Issuers
Expressed Concerns

Though the vast majority of credit
unions and community banks are not
subject to the Federal Reserve Board’s
proposed interchange rules, comments
submitted to the FRB indicate that many
of these institutions believe their debit
interchange revenue may be reduced if
Durbin is implemented as planned. To
recoup anticipated revenue losses, some of
these institutions say they are considering
the same measures being contemplated
by their regulated counterparts.

Proceed with Caution

Banks and credit unions of all sizes
are bracing themselves for change. 		
The Federal Reserve Board’s final rules,
financial institutions’ response strategies
and consumer reaction will work in concert
to shape the future of the debit industry.
One thing is all but certain. Debit is
consumers’ No. 1 payment choice, and its
use will continue. What remains to be seen
is which issuer strategies will find success
in the new environment.
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Senior Vice President,
Product Management

Maximize the Value of Electronic Payments
In PULSE’s Product Management
department, we are continually seeking
new and better ways to leverage the
efficiency of the electronic funds transfer
system for the benefit of our participants
and their debit cardholders.
EFT transactions offer advantages over
competing payments products in terms of
security, consumer preference and settlement speed. Below are several areas of
focus for PULSE Product Management in
2011 that take advantage of the inherent
benefits of electronic transactions.
Person-to-Person (P2P) Payments –
Today, most P2P payments settle through
the automated clearinghouse, a process
that is cost-efficient but results in delays for
consumers who are sending and receiving
funds. We are working on a P2P payment
product that will utilize a single-message
online transaction to allow individuals to
make expedited payments to one another.

Internet PIN Debit/PINless
Combination – Today, PULSE PINless
Bill Pay is used only for certain low-risk
recurring transactions, such as utility and
loan payments. There is a broader group
of billers who receive recurring payments
but have a higher rate of disputes; however,
the disputes are largely limited to the first
transaction a new customer makes with
these merchants. We will utilize Internet
PIN Debit to authorize the first payment
for customers of these billers, with all
subsequent payments authorizing without
the use of the PIN.
DebitProtect® Enhancements – We are
continuing to build out our fraud mitigation capabilities under our DebitProtect
brand. Reducing fraud losses will be even
more important in a post-Durbin market,
and PULSE is committed to helping financial institutions target fraud, understand
trends and collaborate on prevention.

External Customer Reporting – In an
environment where the economics of
debit are likely to be negatively impacted,
it is increasingly important for our financial
institution participants to have a thorough
understanding of their debit businesses.
This year, PULSE will launch a more robust
reporting package to enable participants
to better monitor their debit portfolios.
Adjustment System – We also have
launched a project to replace our adjustment system. In the coming months, we
will be working with PULSE processors,
internal PULSE experts and our financial
institution participants to assess the 		
functionalities that would make our 		
adjustment system more valuable to
them and their account holders.
These are just a few of the ways we are
working to increase the value we provide
our participants by offering new and
improved products and services.

IN CLOSING

PULSE Supports Financial Education
On May 5, 2011, PULSE employees
served as mentors by volunteering to help
the children at Royal Elementary School in
Brookshire, Texas to learn about life in the
business world. Employees volunteered
at BizTown, a special project of Junior
Achievement.

BizTown combines in-class learning
with a visit to an interactive simulated town
facility. Volunteers helped guide the students through 14 different “shops” as they
experienced what it is like to be an adult in
the “real world.”

The day offered PULSE staff members
the opportunity to engage with students
and give back to the community. The
students learned valuable business lessons,
while employees felt rewarded by serving
as role models.
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